Impaired coherence for semantic but not episodic autobiographical memory in semantic variant primary progressive aphasia.
Language deficits, including word-finding difficulties and impaired single-word comprehension, have been found in patients with semantic variant primary progressive aphasia (svPPA). These deficits characterize the linguistic abilities of patients with svPPA on a micro-linguistic level (word and sentence level). On a macro-linguistic level (discourse level), svPPA patients' discourse has been described as "empty". Few studies have considered the contribution of a linguistic impairment to the difficulty of producing autobiographical narratives. In the present study, we assessed svPPA patients' discourse coherence during autobiographical narratives in order to characterize the nature of their speech on a macro-linguistic level and to investigate the relationship between discourse production and memory in a naturalistic context. We collected samples of discourse in which svPPA patients and healthy controls (matched in age, education, sex and handedness) reported autobiographical events. Their narratives were assessed with a rating scale to evaluate global coherence of discourse. The protocols were also analysed using the Autobiographical Interview method (Levine, Svoboda, Hay, Winocur, & Moscovitch, 2002) and categorized as episodic (information about events at a specific time and place), semantic (general knowledge), or supplementary details (metacognitive statements, repeated information, editorializing). Where possible, patients were assessed longitudinally at three time points over two years. Patients with svPPA produced a reduced number of episodic details, while the number of semantic details produced was comparable to controls. However, the episodic information produced by patients was coherent with the topic of discourse, while semantic information was not. These results suggest that svPPA patients produce semantic information comparable to controls in quantity but not quality, whereas the opposite is the case for episodic information.